Svedonio:
Acoustic Guitar
Backing Vocals
Slide Guitar
Bouzouky
Loop Station

David:
Lead Vocals
Acoustic Guitar
Mandolin
Dobro
Bass Drum Pedal

Bartender is an acoustic trio formed in 2006 by Gabriele “Svedonio” Tardiolo,
David Tordi and Valerio Bellocchio. Six hands, three instruments and three voices
with a full band sound: this is the challenge that brought the band to create a
unique and vibrant sound, as well as a diversified and finely arranged repertoire.
The primary element of the band’s research and of the “bartendersound” is the
approach to each song focusing on rhythm and harmony. The mix of guitars (and
a variety of string instruments such as lap steel, banjo, bouzuki, and mandolin)
replaces the lack of a traditional rhythmic section (bass and drums) and provides
a direct and understandable music language to the audience. Each of Bartender’s
shows are entertaining and always interactive with the crowd.
Over the years Bartender has achieved many goals, such as collaborating with
important artists, playing many live festival concerts and events throughout Italy
and abroad, TV appearances on Rai channels (Sereno Variabile), Sky (Sanremo
Doc), HGTV (House Hunters International on American network). The band also
played at Casa Sanremo as a special guest each night of the event and on the
Red Carpet of the Ariston Theater, during the 2013 Italian Music Festival.
Bartender is a versatile band that has been performing for private events,
weddings, ceremonies all over central Italy for years. The band’s experience
provides a unique ability to always fulfill the needs of any event, whether it is
a formal wedding or a wild party. The song set-list Bartender plays has a high
quality and wide range of genres that people of all ages and backgrounds can
enjoy listening with a drink, chatting or dancing all evening.
Bartender has performed at wedding receptions all over Italy in historic properties,
villas, castles, and restaurants. Always providing an excellent professional show
and entertainment.
WHAT NEWLY WEDS SAY ABOUT BARTENDER:

Valerio:
Acoustic Guitar
Mandolin
Backing Vocals

•

“Music is the sole example of what could have been if we had to live without
language, in our most important day Bartender spoke for us, with their
involving and passionate music. A huge “thank you” to them, who made our
special day even more unforgettable.” — M&J

•

“Bartender, you guys are exciting, you can create a really unique and
involving atmosphere!!!” – M&MG

•

“Nobody is perfect, but with Bartender sure is the effect! Bartender: The
soundtrack for each of your emotions during your most wonderful day...  
Who finds Bartender finds a treasure. Thanks guys!!!” — D&J

•

“It was a fabulous night, in a great location, with a unique band that was
able to make each and every guest have fun and enjoy their great music.
Bartender is the way to go!” — E&D

